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It would be fair to say that the rich selection of content
for any grade would lend itself to integrating SEL and
state learning standards. The most apparent content to
use would be fables where lessons may be learned and
learning situations readily embrace SEL skills and behaviors when discussing themes, character actions and motivations and conflicts. From classics to modern literary
works, human struggles and challenges abound. Rather
than an added-on mental health curriculum which may go
the way of similar attempts, we can realize the efficacy of
merging SEL with the academics for designing powerful
units of learning to support SEL and academic growth
mindset.

If SEL is a process for healthy development for all, it is
patently clear that the integration of the academic with
social-emotional learning is essential. When content
learning and the skills and behaviors of SEL are combined, the resultant growth transcends the immediate for
life-long
learning.
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The Power of Academic-Social Emotional Learning (A-SEL)

SEL Skills
Assertiveness
Calming down
Communication
Cooperation
Emotion regulation
Emotion recognition
Empathy
Impulse control
Problem solving
Social initiation

C

RL 1 Refer to details when drawing inferences from the text.

O

RL 2 Determine a theme of a story, drama, or poem from details

N

RL 3 Describe in depth a character, setting, or event in a story

T

RL 4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases

E

RL 5 Explain major differences between poems, drama, and prose

N
SEL Behaviors
Self-awareness
T
Self-management
Social awareness
Relationship skills
Responsible decision making

RL 6 Compare and contrast the point of view
RL 7 Make connections between the text and a visual

Units
Activities
Performances
_Team
_Role play
_Interpret
_Portray
_Debate
_Defend
_Judge
_Demonstrate
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In just about every direction
you’ll find a school district or BOCES
protected by NYSIR, the largest insurer of public
schools in New York State.

NORTH. SOUTH. EAST OR WEST... NYSIR’S GOT YOU COVERED.
FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT NYSIR.ORG OR CALL 1.516.393.2320.
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Alongside educators,
communities, and
schools, we provide
instruction that builds
comprehensive literacy
skills through thinking
and active participation
over rote learning or
memorization. We work
to ensure that today’s
students are empowered with the skills to
become tomorrow’s informed communicators,
citizens, and leaders.
And we help to set the
stage for joyful, successful learning in every
classroom.
As part of the Highlights
Family of Companies, we
are dedicated to helping
children become their
best selves: Creative,
Curious, Caring, and
ConfidentTM.

We Are Literacy
Our proven, researched-based programs feature built-in
options for differentiation, small- and wholegroup instruction,
online tutorials, and
hands-on practice to
support educators as
they prepare their students to become literate
learners for life. Titles
include:
• The Superkids Reading
Program™ (K–2)
• Happily Ever After®
(PreK)
• Zaner-Bloser
Handwriting™ (PreK–
8)

• Word Wisdom® (3–6)

Go ahead. Look around.
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At Zaner-Bloser®, we
understand that to be
literate is to be proficient in reading and
writing…plus spelling, vocabulary, word
choice, and more.

• Spelling Connections®
(K–8)
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To learn more, visit www.renaissance.com or call 888-249-8702.
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• Strategies for Writers®
(K–8)
• I Read to Write® (2–6)
• Grammar, Usage, and
Mechanics™ (2–8)
To learn more, visit us
online at zaner-bloser.
com and contact your
New York Sales Representative Tracy DiDio at
tracy.didio@zaner-bloser.com or 518.466.3497.
Thank you for all you do
to help students in the
state of New York realize
their potential! n
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